
AFTER AFTERLIFE

The canals in the pupil blocked I persisted, ambulatory going
Therewith can block off The accounts of mimicry

Not a fine-toothed comb not selected inviso
(combing through hair) Jams into bluebells the narrowest

developers move in on the ground-rent Tale takes not here to tell
diamonds on the ground into the bit of betrayal

Call in the real teeth, the canines Shades across the pupil
What but shut my eye Acknowledge pumice

The service locked in that reports in volleys
hands are locked together None whatsoever a ready cash-cow

guardians slam the door It’s in the effort the dictionary
and the clock in pieces waiting, shade falls

This is a contract, fold it the door opens then releases
can’t or can, turn from sun pants about what goes on the feet

passive or couldn’t Never mind, fold it over
I couldn’t be less human Here’s a present crushed in the hand

through the coarse hair A pool of words:
like hogs’ hair relinquish it fingers broken off

visible plainness nets ahead canals opened up
A wall of billions, a wall of balconies Important Dinner

Fuck, they’re sawdust cools till wine pours
He steps out but looks a squid A magnanimous act

I’ve relocated Bestiaries of mind
toured the minor Caucuses collapsed like suburbs

played by re-invented tower blocks All fair
That’s the gist: from one site to follow on cool heels then

the eye opens but closes the other one placed under negato
topiary surprise wherewith the pupil Work out, go where

at times is redirected, finger-pushed So boring can only sleep
and the object appears as it does not appear No misfortunes when woke

This is tantamount to lying, right Right, pulleys & gears
tho you’ll be the first finger are the arts of reason

When they arrive (used to be at night) As if Kali has best intention
this is refuge so we heist

For the mansion of mansions to exist for what, remember an age
the details need be just what who

as if we were all already spirits A sweet destroyer
See estate wriggle about hook So say it’s poison

Call a council session you An aurora flares out
Fools: call a council session & yr a label

and temper the cold metal overlaid with gilt
I’m walking down 4th, a gringo amongst gringos Cornice of, a Destroyer, alive

That, and a lackluster coal-boss Sizzles, night only night left
Hands in position of the hands decamps clipped as night, no, day

put to place in the sun The fissures play along the cornice-canal
If to kneel with hands This is sleight what I see, so



DISMEMBRYO DARMAKAYA SUBWAY ASSERTION

in the subway a seed ∴ embryo tho embryo and
an encasement of wooden e-m-b-r-y-o appear to withdraw
hand can’t lift it’s wood fusing goop into a form, moss
the boundary’s wooden the car made of moons flexing muscle
philistines snap at my nepotizm in resolute fashion, eloped
“snap” the doors and the base of parts but quiet? nope
ascend to the street it’s a contraction of people of yawns

shave yr head it’s the subway too
my “head” is a wooden bulb a sheen of proof the subway is in

your mouth when you talk about fucking
a pointless figure walked out and doesn’t help the Caucuses so shivery

placed on the causeway, a venal ball of light in the hand no warmth
forking over of goods buddha arrives toting new festivals

cellular structure pressed down
no vocalization of the syllable make a cube, a water cube

is the head made of wood not much point in talking to it it’s
a chump inside a subway going
my cracked fingers appear to withdraw

but this is speech recitation whether the form is tête-à-tête is the moon is inside of is hidden 
west jumping off in a second



Servants are toiling can only cancel & fester and
for us, it’s a bulwark of hours ambulate ambulance and

it’s not only the blisters intend to fetch for
The tropicalia blisters in the tropics to call, wherewith, the pupil

jolts to the canals close tubes Jams the finger by
The ambition that descendants byways, air

only seen duration Festivals seem sets of us
fold back the direction of sight Wiser the is, the enemy

unwound times in the capital again The facts are relayed in time
And the potential to lock-in the lock and overlay with pictures


